
Ref Libs

1. Verb

2. Adverb

3. Noun - Plural

4. Verb - Past Tense

5. Number

6. Noun

7. Noun

8. Noun

9. Verb

10. Noun

11. Verb - Past Tense

12. Noun

13. Number

14. Verb - Past Tense

15. Noun

16. Noun

17. Noun

18. Adjective

19. Noun

20. Noun

21. Noun

22. Noun
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Ref Libs

1. I saw two skaters from the black team skate out in front of the pack and I think I heard the back pack ref yell

out of play. I then saw one of the black blockers Verb the other black skater. Was that illegal?

2. The black jammer was skating up really fast and hit the back of the pack. A wall of white skaters

Adverb blocked. She fell and made contact with one of the white skater's Noun - Plural and the

white skater Verb - Past Tense . Was that illegal?

3. In a last jam, my Jammer committed a major penalty, I blew the whistle Number time(s) and then told

her to go to the penalty box. Was this correct?

4. At the start of the jam, the black team's pivot had a Noun over the pivot line in front, I called off the

jam and called for a reset. Was that correct?

5. All 3 blockers from my team received majors in that last jam, I sat the first two and sent one back to the

Noun . Was that correct?

6. At the start of the jam, blockers have positioned themselves in the blocker starting box. White 23 is in position

, stationary, Black 2234 makes contact with her Noun , causing the white blocker to Verb . Is

that



a penalty?

7. A white skater was pushed into an opponent by a teammate and made contact with her Noun . The

opposing skater Verb - Past Tense . I called a penalty on the Noun . Was that a good call?

8. A black skater was blocked to the infield and continued coasting for Number feet. She then stopped

and got back on the track. She Verb - Past Tense improve her position. Was that a penalty? Was there any

other penalty?

9. During the jam a Noun removed her Noun but then immediately put it back in place. She

did it again and I called her down from the track. That meant there was only one Noun left on the track.

Was that okay?

10. I called a bak block penalty on a blocker and she called me a Adjective Noun Noun

with a tiny Noun and no Noun . I gave her an IS penalty. Was that a good call



?
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